
Da Bizzare

In addition to dealing with the Meks and Docs a mob can wander though the bizarre looking 
for good deals on equipment and rarely found items. A Nob who did not go out of action in the 
previous game may go to the bizarre looking for goods, getting d3 rolls on the bizarre chart. 
Any boyz who did not work in the mobs mine may go with the Nob, adding a +1 to the number 
of rolls on the chart.

D66 Roll Item Cost in Teef
11-12 Kross’airz D2
13-14 Strappz D2
15 Loadza Ammo D3
16-21 ‘Ard Bitz D2
22 Explosive Shellz D3
23 Kustom Blasta D6 + 6
24 Blasta Shellz D2
25-26 Megnetik Bootz D6
31-34 Stikk Bombz (roll D6)

1= Grease Squig Stikk Bomb D3
2-3= Burna Stikk Bomb D6
4= Pulsa Stikk Bomb D6 + 2
5-6= Takk Stikk Bomb D3

35 Gretchin Jump Pants D3
36 Medi Squig D6 + 2
41 Big Duffin Bootz D3
42 Sneakas D3
43-44 Grappling Gun D3
45 Attack Squig D6
46 Fungus Beer D6
51-53 Fungi and Mushrooms (roll D6)

1= Blue Fungus D3
2= Green Fungus D2
3= Yellow Fungus D6
4= Purple Fugus D3
5-6= Madcap Mushrooms D3

54 Da Automek D6 + 3
55 Scanna D3
56 Spring Bootz D6
61-62 Net Gun D6
63 Lucky Charm D2
64-65 Grot Bomba D3
66 Hair Squig D6



Item Descriptions

• Kross’Airz: This usually consists of a crude ring welded to the muzzle of the orks 
weapon. This serves to bolster the firer into believing he is a better shot, weather it 
improves the accuracy of the weapon is debatable. Adding kross”airz gives the gun or 
pistol +1 to hit in long range. 

• Strappz: Simply a sling! Strappz allow the model to use two single handed weapons in 
close combat even if they have a gun (shoota/kannon/blunderbuss/crossbow, etc) 

• Loadza Ammo: The warrior is fitted with many ammo belts, bandoleers and pouches 
for extra ammunition. This allows the warrior to ignore the first ammo check they are 
required to take (not including big gunz). Because the warrior is now draped in 
explosive devices he is put out of action on a 5-6. 

• ‘Ard Bitz: The warrior has re-enforced, added blades, spikes and weight to his 
gun(shoota/kannon/blunderbuss/crossbow). A warrior with ‘ard bitz gains a +1 strength 
with it in close combat (as though he was armed with a choppa). 

• Explosive Shellz: These shellz have been modified to explode on impact causing 
massive bodily damage and more importantly making a thunderous noise! Once per 
battle the warrior may nominate that he is using his shellz and with what weapon 
(before rolling to hit). The shot has a 2” template with the effects of the weapon. They 
may be used only with guns and pistols. 

• Kustom Blasta: A favorite toy of meks and spanners. This monstrosity is a makeshift 
conglomeration of different weapons linked together to unleash a hellish volley of 
bullets, flames, plasma, bolts and anything else the mek slapped into the weapon. The 
only problem is that the firer never really knows what will happen when he pulls the 
trigger it could obliterate the target or blow up in his hands. Kustom Blasta: range: 4D6 
strength: Artillery dice, template: 2” ammo: 6+ .If a misfire is rolled when determining 
strength, it explodes on the firer causing D3 strength 4 hits. 

• Blasta Shellz: These bullets are designed to increase the volume and muzzle flash of 
the weapon. These factors are both very important to orks. “’Oo wants a Gun dat goes 
zap when you got a gun dat goes KABLOOW!! Once per game the player nominates 
before rolling that they are using the shellz. The target(s) must take a break test 
immediately even if they are missed or uninjured. They may only be used in gunz and 
pistols. 

• Megnetik Bootz: these boots have had magnets fastened to the souls to aid in 
boarding and generally staying stable on vehicles. A warrior wearing these is never 
thrown from a vehicle and gains + 1 to their initiative when boarding a vehicle. 

• Grease Squig Stikkbomb: These bombs are simply a bloated grease squig strapped 
to a stick. Upon impact the squig explodes, sending thick black grease spraying in all 
directions. Place a 2” template where the bomb hits. Any model that moves into, 
though or out of the template must pass an initiative test or be pinned and unable to 
move that turn. They may shoot and fight in close combat at a –2 penalty. Vehicles that 
move trough, into or out of the template will lose control if the driver fails a leadership 
test. If they fail the vehicle rolls immediately on the thrust failure table, ending their 
movement. Ammo: auto 

• Burna Bomb: These stikk bombz contain flammable liquids and chemicals which ignite 



and spread on contact with horrifying results. Place the 2” template where the stikk 
bomb hits and resolve the explosion as though it was a hit from a scorcha. Ammo: 
auto. 

• Pulsa Stikk Bomb: This bomb is a wonder of mekboy know how. It is a small field 
generator attached to a stick that when activated releases a powerful pulse of energy. 
The pulse will knock orks off their feet and throw vehicles like they were toys. When 
thrown place the unexploded stikk bomb marker where it lands. It pulses at the 
beginning of the opponent’s turn. Roll 2D6 to determine the radius of the blast. Any foot 
models in the blast are knocked flat and will be unable to take any actions for the turn 
and on a D6 roll of 5-6 the model takes a strength 3 hit. Vehicles in the blast are thrown 
2D6” directly away from the bomb and spin where they land, also taking 1 hit as per a 
crash. Any models under the vehicle when it lands must make an initiative test or take 
D6 strength 6 hits. The vehicle and its occupants may do nothing for their next turn. 
Models from the throwers mob that are in the blast are affected as above for their next 
turn. As they are so complex the pulsa bomb is in short supply; therefore only one may 
be thrown per battle. 

• Takk Stikk Bomb: When this bomb explodes it sends a hail of vicious spikes and 
caltrops scattering across the ground. Place the 2” template where the bomb exploded 
and leave it there for the game. Any foot model moving into, through, or out of the 
template must take an initiative test or suffer a strength 3 hit. Vehicles moving into, 
through or out of the template will hit the caltrops on a roll of 4-6 on a D6. If so they 
must roll immediately on the wheel/track damage table. Ammo: auto. 

• Gretchin Jump Pants: Also called “rocket shorts” this hilarious invention is simply a 
pair of small rockets attached to some maniacal grot. When activated the grot rockets 
along at mind-blowing speed until he runs out of fuel or luck, whichever happens first! 
The jump pants are used instead on normal movement for the grot. Move the grot 2D6” 
in a random direction using the scatter dice. If a hit is rolled the player may choose the 
direction. Keep moving the grot 2D6” until he hits something or rolls doubles. If he 
contacts something both the grot and what he hits take D3 strength 5 hits. If doubles 
are rolled the grot moves that distance then the rockets cut out and he must wait until 
next round to give it another go! These pants may only be fitted to a grot in the mob.

• Medi Squig: One of the rarest and most prized squig breeds is the Medi squig. These 
small squigs live on a host’s body and repair any damage, mending cuts, stopping 
blood loss etc. A model with a medi squig may reroll their recovery checks although the 
second result stands even if it is worse than the fist. 

• Big Duffin Bootz: These steel re-enforced boots are adorned with vicious spikes and 
blades. In combat they can be used to bash heads and stomp grots. When a combat 
ends in a tie, and both fighters have equal initiative the players roll off and if the warrior 
wearing the Big Duffin Bootz wins he may strike 1 hit at his base strength. 

• Sneakas: This set of gear includes rubber soled boots and beige cloaks all an ork 
requires to become a sneaky git. When so equipped he is able to get close to his 
enemies to leap out from ambush when least expected. After both mobs have been 
deployed, the model with sneakas may be deployed anywhere on the board in cover 
and outside of 8” of any enemy model. He begins the game hidden. 

• Grappling Gun: This device is a modified crossbow that fires a grappling hook that is 



attached by a cable and winch to the firer. It can be very handy when boarding 
vehicles. The grappling gun functions in the same manner as the Grapple Arm (see 
page 80 of the Uvver book) 

• Attack Squig: This large gnasher squig has been trained to obey simple commands 
and to differentiate friends from lunch. Add the squig to the mob as a member with the 
following stat line M=2D6” WS=4 BS=0 S=4 T=3 W=1 I=2 A=2 LD=6. The squig gains 
no experience but may be wounded. 

• Fungus Beer: Brewed in the slop shops of Mektown this potent beer has a heartening 
effect on orks who consume enough of it. A mobs orks may drink the brew before their 
next battle to put them in “da fight’n mood”. The mob will ignore its first failed bottle test 
and all orks will be at–1 initiative for the game. Orks love nothing more then a good 
brew so if a mob rolls fungus beer and can afford it they must buy it! 

• Fungi and Mushrooms: Grots grow many types of fungus mostly for food, yet some of 
the rarer forms have drug-like effects over their ork masters that they will pay 
handsomely for. An ork who takes fungus may overload their body causing them to fall 
unconscious to the ground. Starting on the turn when they first take the fungus roll at 
the end of each of the ork’s turns to see if they’ve taken too much, on a roll of a 6 on 
D6 they are man down.

• Blue fungus: the ork adds +2 initiative and +1 attack.

• Green fungus: The ork may add +2 to their leadership and is immune to fear.

• Yellow fungus: The ork may add +1 to one of the following: toughness, wounds 
or movement.

• Purple fungus: when purchased pick an ork and roll D6 on a 4-6 one serious 
injury is removed.

• Madcap Mushrooms: The ork is affected by frenzy.

• Da Automek: This is a giant “kontrappshun” used by the meks to perform maintenance 
on weapons and equipment. It is placed in the mobs stash and adds +15 to the mobs 
rating. The Automek allows the mob to reroll any failed ammo checks and all auto fail 
weapons become a 6+ ammo roll. If the mob loses their fort to another mob the 
automek is destroyed. 

• Scanna: This hand held monitor detects the presence of other models in the vacinity of 
the user. Methods very from mek to mek using anything from heat sensors to psychic 
emanation detectors. A model with a scanna may triple the distance they can spot 
hidden models.

• Spring Bootz: These boots have special hidden springs that when deployed send the 
wearer flying high into the air. The wearer may use these at any point during his own 
turn. They can be used to escape a crashing vehicle or hand to hand (without giving 
the enemy free hits). When used the warrior is moved 2D6” in a random direction. On a 
D6 roll of 4+ the model takes a strength 3 hit. 

• Net Gun: This gun fires out a large steel net with weights to entangle the target. The 
net gun has a range of 12” and is –1 to hit over 6”. If a model is hit they must make an 
initiative test or be entangled. While entangled the model may do nothing and counts 
as WS 0 if engaged in close combat. A model may free itself by passing an initiative 



test in its recovery phase. Ammo: auto. 

• Lucky Charm: This is a glyph, necklace or other object that the ork believes protects 
them from harm or makes them a better warrior. A warrior with a lucky charm may reroll 
one dice per battle but must accept the second result. 

• Grot Bomba: A favorite of sadistic slaverz, a grot bomba is a gretchin who is wired with 
explosives. The grot has a regular statline and no weapons. The controlling player 
moves him as normal and may detonate him at any point during his own turn. Place a 
2” template, any models under it take a strength 5 hit. If the grot is taken down or out 
he will explode. If the grot does not detonate he may be used in the next game. A 
detonated grot is killed! 

• Hair Squig: This is a special longhaired squig that grips the ork’s scalp, as orks are 
inherently hairless. An ork with a hair squig is able to re-roll one “da big day” roll after 
each battle due to the respect that is garnered by his swanky new “airdoo”. This only 
applies to jobs done for that specific ork. If it is a spanner it also applies for upgrades to 
his vehicle/s. 


